
Nagarro offers a host of high-impact trainings  
conducted outside the norm, by introducing  
learning through collaboration.

Agile Trainings
Learn, upskill and grow!

Upskilling matters –  
more than ever! 

Upskilling improves employee retention.

Keeping employees happy and engaged is 
undeniably challenging. However, offering them 
opportunities to advance their careers and 
improve their skillsets provides them with better 
professional opportunities and a solid growth 
plan. 
 
Be more proficient and effective. 

Trainings, seminars, and workshops are a great 
way to learn about new and different approaches 
to work. They provide fresh ideas and make your 
company more proficient with the tools you 
already use. 
 
What sets us apart? 

Our curated trainings address your specific needs, 
offering a hands-on and practical experience. 
After the training, we also offer hand-holding 
sessions to assist individuals in any real-life 
challenges that they might encounter while 
implementing these learnings.

At Nagarro, we don’t do just trainings, 
we build learning experiences!

Easily learnable and relatable trainings, with real-life experiences  

Our trainings focus on simple and effective structures that improve 
learning through teamwork. We encourage active participation in 
groups of any size, enabling everyone to reach their full potential 
without the need for lengthy courses or special skills. Our experienced 
trainers share real-life experiences, to drive the point home.    
 
Takeaway:  

� Highly experienced trainers connect theory with real-life  
 practices and examples

� Utilize Nagarro’s easy-to-learn structures for accessible study 
 material without lengthy courses or special talents. 
 
Accelerated learning methods 

Nagarro’s trainings use simple and effective techniques to teach and 
promote enduring engagement with the study material. We employ 
interactive learning techniques, incorporating advanced training 
methods, rooted in agile values and principles within a collaborative 
space. Elevate your focus, retention, and engagement through activities 
that involve techniques which go beyond simply covering the content. 
 
Takeaway:  

� Enhance attention, retention, and engagement through interactive 
 learning experiences

� Use of online collaboration tools like Mural and Miro, allowing  
 participants to learn with, and from, each other 
 
Sustained Support: Extending Guidance Beyond Training 
Completion

Our commitment to your success extends beyond the training period. 
At Nagarro, the completion of your training does not conclude our 
relationship with you. We believe in continuous support and will be 
there to guide you, after one-month post-training. Our commitment is 
to ensure your ongoing success, offering assistance in implementing 
the concepts learnt in a classroom setting. Your journey with us 
doesn’t end, it only evolves with continuous support and guidance. 
 
Takeaway:  

� Enhance attention, retention, and engagement through interactive 
 learning experiences

� Use of online collaboration tools like Mural and Miro, allowing  
 participants to learn with, and from, each other

With us,  
knowledge 
sticks!

1200+ individuals 
trained on different skillsets

4.4/5 average  
rating across all trainings



Training Catalogue
SAFe® Trainings ICAgile Trainings

Additional Agile Workshops

Leading 
SAFe

SAFe 
PO/PM

SAFe for 
Architects

SAFe Advanced 
Scrum Master

SAFe 
DevOps

SAFe Agile  
Product Manager

SAFe 
Scrum Master

SAFe Release Train 
Engineer

SAFe Lean  
Portfolio Management

Agile 
Fundamentals

Leading 
with Agility

Agile 
Programming

Product Management 
Masterclass

Epic 
Facilitation

Foundations of 
DevOps

Agile Project and 
Delivery Management

Coaching 
with Agility

Implementing 
DevOps

Nagarro helps future-proof your business through a foward-thinking, 
fluidic, and CARING mindset. We excel at digital engineering and help 
our clients become human-centric, digital-first organizations,  
augmenting their ability to be responsive, efficient, intimate, creative,  
and sustainable. Today, we are 19,000 experts across 36 countries,  
forming a Nation of Nagarrians, ready to help our customers succeed. 
 
For more information, visit www.nagarro.com/en/services/trainings

About Nagarro

Let’s start to grow! 
Reach out to us and build a customized  
learning journey: agilecoe@nagarro.com 

Nagarro Certified
Scrum Master

Nagarro Certified 
Advanced Scrum Master

Nagarro Certified  
Product Owner

Nagarro Certified 
Advanced Product Owner

Scaled Agile 
Bootcamp

User Stories and  
Estimation in Agile

Agile 
for all
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